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There has been rising interest in the lay press and professional journals about the

“epidemic of loneliness.” On one hand, the capacity to experience acute loneliness is

likely a very adaptive characteristic, and there are some data consistent with the idea

that this capacity has been favored by natural selection. Specifically, acute loneliness

can serve as a social motivating signal that increases the individual’s drive to reach

out and connect with others in ways that can be beneficial for survival and

reproduction. However, very much analogous to the distinction between acute vs.

chronic pain, while the capacity to feel acute loneliness can foster survival, chronic

loneliness can become a problem for health and well-being. 

 

A number of studies have found that people experiencing chronic loneliness and

social isolation are at greater risk for a range of medical conditions, including

increased risk of memory and other cognitive concerns, and possible dementia. The

causes or mechanisms underlying such associations are not yet fully known, but

some candidates being evaluated include direct biological ones such as the biological

effects of sustained stress responses from chronic loneliness, and indirect ones such

as the effects of social isolation on health behaviors and health-related resources.

 

Among the ques ons that remain about the associa on of loneliness and cogni ve

concerns is whether there might be adap ve pa erns of acute loneliness that can be

iden fied to help persons experiencing chronic loneliness. For example, are there helpful

responses to acute loneliness that might be taught to persons prone to chronic loneliness?

If so, a second ques on would be whether learning those adap ve responses can reduce

subsequent risk of transi oning from mild cogni ve concerns to demen a. Dr. Barton

Palmer and his team are currently conduc ng an ini al inves ga on regarding the first part

of these ques ons. Specifically, they are interested in iden fying adap ve and maladap ve

pa erns of loneliness with daily assessments over the course of several weeks among

adults with mild cognitive impairment. They are also examining the association of levels and

pa erns of loneliness to current cogni ve performance, and to some “biomarkers” that



reflect inflammatory responses to chronic stress. 
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Osher Lifelong Learning Institute
Upcoming Events

July 8th at 10am
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Summer 2023 Open House
Learn about the highly acclaimed UC San Diego Osher Lifelong Learning Institute: a

membership program for individuals 50 years of age and older who are interested in

pursuing intellectual interests and enriching their lives through lifelong learning. Join

us for this Open House experience to learn about the upcoming quarter classes and

seminars (which will be offered on campus and streamed LIVE online via Zoom), the

benefits of membership, and meet the volunteer leadership team. You can attend on

campus in person or join us virtually via Zoom. RSVP below to receive additional

instructions and the Zoom link.

RSVP here

July 8th at 2pm
at Park & Market Guggenheim Theatre

Gustavo Romero Plays FranzGustavo Romero Plays Franz

SchubertSchubert

The Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at UC San

Diego is pleased to sponsor the renowned concert

pianist Gustavo Romero for a special one-hour

concert featuring two piano sonatas by the

Austrian composer Franz Schubert (1797-1828).

The concert will be followed by a reception with

light refreshments.

Register Here

Don't forget to register for our next
Public Lecture Series

Barton W. Palmer, PhD on Wednesday, July 26th

https://extendedstudies.ucsd.edu/olli/membership/open-house
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/gustavo-romero-plays-franz-schubert-tickets-626666214517?aff=erelpanelorg


Register Here!

We Need Your Support!

When you give to the UC San Diego Center for Healthy
Aging and the Stein Institute for Research on Aging,
you're making the decision to support the pursuit of athe pursuit of a
healthier, longer life for you and your loved oneshealthier, longer life for you and your loved ones. Please
make a gift make a gift to help sustain and expand our successful
aging programs.

GIVE NOW
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